GENERATION CITIZEN
Managing Director, Development
Location: Based in one of GC’s regions
(NY, MA, RI, OK, CA TX with a preference for New York City or Boston Metro Areas)

ABOUT THE ROLE:

The Managing Director, Development will lead and strengthen GC’s development strategy and implementation, manage the development team, guide and advise regional Executive Directors on development strategy and execution, and build the organization’s overall development systems. This position will play the principal role in leveraging staff and volunteer leadership to grow our fundraising base from approximately $5M in the current fiscal year to over $6.5M by 2025, enabling us to implement our new three-year strategic plan. They will also lead in cultivating vital external relationships to strengthen GC’s visibility, revenue, and mission impact. This person will report directly to the CEO and be a critical national Management Team member.

RESPONSIBILITIES:

Development & Fundraising
- Create and oversee the execution of a national and regional annual development plan with specific, quantifiable goals aligned with our strategic plan.
- Directly supervise and mentor a growing national development team of 3; lead the growth and development of the team, bring best practices, and leverage systems for efficiency and impact.
- Lead the team to achieve ambitious fundraising goals through individual gifts, foundation support, corporate partnerships, government, and earned income.
- Partner with Chief Sites & Partnerships Officer in supporting Executive Directors in their ongoing fundraising efforts; help them to build systems and relationships necessary to increase localized fundraising outcomes, with a focus on prospecting and cultivating donors.
- Develop and strengthen major donor engagement framework, and collaborate with CEO and Executive Directors in cultivating, soliciting, and stewarding high-capacity individual donors through a new donor engagement group, events, and regular communication.
- Collaborate with the CEO and Board to cultivate current top institutional donors for multi-year investments and develop significant new prospects.
- Equip and mobilize the Board of Directors and Local Boards to play an integral role in fundraising, including regular and direct work with the Board’s Development Committee.
- Develop, track, and report on fundraising metrics, utilizing that data to drive decision-making about strategic shifts or adjustments as needed.
- Ensure cohesive cultivating and prospecting systems and processes across all regions and the national organization.
- Ensure all fundraising efforts are developed through a lens of diversity, equity, and inclusion and that Generation Citizen’s overall revenue strategy is in line with organizational values.

Organizational Leadership & External Affairs
- Develop and cultivate key multi-year national partnerships with corporate funders and media organizations that advance Generation Citizen’s work and visibility, to support resource development and programmatic and policy work.
- In partnership with Leadership Team and communications staff, craft and strengthen the case for investment in community based action civics as well as the alignment with other donor priorities.
- Serve as a member of the Management Team (and larger Leadership Team, which includes our regional Executive Directors), guiding overall organizational decision-making and helping lead the implementation of our new strategic plan with a deep focus on equity and systemic impact.
- Work with the Management Team to improve and promote connections between GC’s programmatic, policy & advocacy, and development work.
In partnership with the Leadership Team, build strong relationships with employees across sites and departments; promote an organizational culture and structure that fosters high quality work, cooperation, communication, collaboration, teamwork, trust, and embraces diversity.

QUALIFICATIONS:

- 7+ years of progressive experience in fundraising execution (education and/or policy fundraising preferred).
- Experience building and executing strategies that identify and cultivate gifts from high net-worth individuals, corporations, and major foundations.
- 4+ years of team management experience.
- Experience working in a national nonprofit organization with regional sites (preferred)
- While all GC teammates are currently working remotely, we want this person to be based in one of GC’s six regions (with a preference for Boston or New York) with an ability to commute to a local office, once re-opened.

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS & NECESSARY COMPETENCIES:

- A deep commitment to and passion for Generation Citizen’s mission
- A professional track record and personal commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion, with a high level of cultural competence
- Strong analytical aptitude with an ability to effectively distill quantitative and qualitative data to inform strategies and decisions
- Strong ownership of personal work, as well as team outcomes, with ability to set and manage against goals, strategically anticipate and mitigate barriers to preferred outcomes, and take decisive action
- Excellent communication skills, professional demeanor with diverse stakeholders, and a successful track record serving as an external representative for a mission-driven organization
- An inspiring leader, strong relationship-builder, empathetic listener, and excellent manager of people
- Highly collaborative with a strong ability to project manage and get things done (individually and through others) in a fast-paced, dynamic, and primarily virtual environment
- A giver and receiver of direct and supportive feedback in order to inspire, motivate, influence and hold staff in all tiers of the organization accountable towards outcomes, as well as for personal growth
- Ability to thrive in a complex environment and comfortable operating in a matrix organization; able to make good decisions regarding prioritization of work and resources

HOW TO APPLY:

Complete the application and be sure to attach a resume and cover letter. The Director, Talent & Culture will reach out to qualified candidates to schedule a phone screen. We appreciate it if you could refrain from reaching out to GC team members directly to inquire about the position or status of your application.

While the hiring timeline is subject to change, the GC team hopes to have our new Managing Director, Development in place by April 30. We encourage applicants to submit their applications early.

Salary range: $75,000 to $125,000*
*Salaries vary based on geographic location